Maneuver Training Area, Heavy Forces. FAC: 1742

CATCODE: 174221
OPR:
OCR:

1.1. **Description.** Space for ground and air combat forces to practice movements and tactics as specified in the unit's ARTEP. Different type units may work in support of one another (combined arms), or the unit may operate on its own to practice a specific set of ARTEP tasks. The “heavy” designation refers to areas where maneuver is unrestricted and can consist of all types of vehicles and equipment, including tracked vehicles. “Heavy” maneuver/training areas can be used by “light” forces. This category includes bivouac sites, base camps, and other miscellaneous training areas. Account for each area- typically managed and scheduled by an alpha-numeric code through the garrison training or range control manager (for example, DPTM or DPTM-equivalent)-with a separate facility and individual real property record.

1.2. A defined facility standard is not currently available for this CATCODE. By default, all requirements are user justified until a standard is established or adopted.